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This paper points out an important threat that application-level Garbage Collection (GC) creates to the use of non-volatile memory (NVM).

Data movements incurred by GC may invalidate the pointers to objects on NVM, and hence harm the reusability of persistent data

across executions. The paper proposes the concept of movement-oblivious addressing (MOA), and develops and compares three novel

solutions to materialize the concept for solving the addressability problem. It evaluates the designs on five benchmarks and a real-world

application. The results demonstrate the promise of the proposed solutions, especially hardware-supported Multi-Level GPointer, in

addressing the problem in a space- and time- efficient manner.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Byte-Addressable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) bridges the gap between persistent storage and DRAM, by providing

better performance over traditional storage and at the same time, data persistency over DRAM. Programmers can use

NVM as an alternative to DRAM while enjoying the benefits of data persistence. The benefits are largely embodied by

data reusability: Data can be reused across the executions of the same or different programs, without going through object

serializations and deserializations that are needed in traditional persistent storage. To materialize the opportunity, object

addressability must be maintained across executions and programs, such that when a program runs sometime later, it can

find the objects on NVM that it is supposed to access.

This important property of persistent objects is, however, lost when application-level Garbage Collection (GC) is

used. A garbage collector is an important part of a managed programming language (Java, C#, etc.); such languages are

among the most popularly used languages1. When a program runs, the GC automatically manages the memory used by
1http://pypl.github.io/PYPL.html
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a program. It detects the dead objects, reclaims the memory allocated to them, and reduces memory fragmentation by

gathering the free memory space together.

Such application-level GC causes special complexities to the addressability of objects on NVM. An NVM may consist

of many memory regions (called NVRegion or NVPool) with each being a standalone chunk of NVM for mapping,

unmapping, and inter-process sharing. One object may be pointed to by multiple objects in different NVRegions. As

an NVM object may live beyond the lifetime of a program, some cross-region references to an object may be created

in some earlier executions of some programs. When a program uses an NVM object, it may not be aware of all the

pointers pointing to that object—some of those pointers may be on an NVRegion that this program may not even have the

permission to access. As a result, when the GC thread in this program moves that object, the GC has no way to update all

the pointers pointing to that object in existing designs. Those pointers would be corrupted.

Example. Figure 1 illustrates the problem with a scenario involving an actual dataset and three applications, which each

corresponds to a real-world software (assumed to have been modified to utilize NVM).

NVRegion 1: 

School Datasets

NVRegion 2:

Cleansed Datasets

Class SchoolData{

    String name;

    int population;

    StudentInfo students;

}

Class StudentInfo{

    HashMap<String, StudRecord> records;

    …

}

…  …

NVRegion 4:

Student 

Performance 

Prediction

Prog III: 
MTL_NVM

NVRegion 3:

Visualized Graphs

Prog I:  
OpenRefine_NVM

Prog II: 
Tableau_NVM

NVRegion 0:

Census Datasets

re
fe
re
nc
e

School Datasets: A public students dataset[28]
OpenRefine: A data cleansing tool[2]
Tableau: A data visualization tool[3]
MTL: A multi-task machine learning program[28]

Fig. 1. An example illustrating GC-caused loss of data addressability on NVM. Each solid-lined box represents an NVRegion. When
Program 3 runs, its GC packs and moves the student records in the cleansed dataset on NVM, which breaks the references from the
visualized graphs to the student records in the cleansed dataset.

The first program, OpenRefine_NVM, takes NVRegion 1 which stores raw data and produces a new NVRegion,

NVRegion 2, to hold the cleansed School Dataset in the form of Java objects. The data contains the basic information of

the students, such as names and dates of birth. NVRegion 2 stores Java objects deserialized from the raw data to facilitate

accesses to the datasets from Java programs.

The second program, Tableau_NVM, combines the cleansed data and some Census Data, such as the population of

the whole schools, the relations among students, and the population of every gender, nationality, etc., to produce a new

NVRegion, NVRegion 3, which holds the generated graphs that capture the correlations between income and student

performance. The execution builds a reference into each graph node, linking it with the student records in NVRegion 2

such that users can view the detailed info by clicking the graph nodes. Meanwhile, Program I updates NVRegion 2 when

new students are on board or when students transfer to other schools, causing creation, deconstruction, and updates of

Java objects. The operations leave NVRegion 2 fragmented.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Later, Program III, MTL_NVM, runs to build up a student performance prediction model from the cleansed student

datasets. However, as MTL_NVM allocates some data, the Java GC is automatically triggered. The GC packs and moves

memory objects including the student records on NVRegion 22. Because the view of MTL_NVM includes only NVRegion

2 and its own NVRegion 4, the GC does not update references in NVRegion 3, leaving them pointing to the obsolete

locations of the records.

The example illustrates a phenomenon common in real-world computing systems, where persistent data (e.g., photos,

contacts, logs, census data, etc.) are usually accessible by many applications, and these applications in turn generate

derived data with cross references. The aforementioned reference corruption problem is not a concern on traditional file

systems as persistent data are serialized and deserialized in every run. The issue immediately shows up as byte-addressable

NVM gets widely adopted in the near future. Forcing all objects (by many different programs) with cross references to

reside on one huge NVRegion is not a practical solution. In our example, for instance, program II may not even have the

privilege to write data into Region 2, which is a situation that traditional GCs do not face.

Although there have been many recent studies on NVM (e.g., [24, 27, 34, 36, 43, 46, 49]), no work has studied this

problem before. In fact, this problem has never been pointed out in previous literature. There are several recent studies on

position-independent pointers [19] (or called relocatable objects [55, 56]. But the situations considered in those studies

are only changes of the starting address of an entire NV region. Their solutions do not preserve addressability of objects

when the objects are moved to a different location inside an NV region, as they assume that the offset of an object to the

starting address of its NV region remains unchanged.

In this paper, we present the first systematic study on the problem. We propose movement-oblivious addressing (MOA),

a scheme that preserves the addressability of persistent objects upon GC-triggered movements. Figure 2 illustrates the

basic idea in a much simplified manner. MOA replaces direct references between objects in different regions with indirect

references via a newly designed pointer structure, such that, at an object movement, the GC needs to update only the

references inside the NV Region where the object resides, while the indirect references from the other region can still

reach the object.

obj pointerpointerNVM Space

region A��%��& local redirection table

Fig. 2. Illustration of the basic idea of movement-oblivious addressing (MOA) in a much simplified manner. Three boxes show three
NVRegions; two external pointers point to an object in the middle regions. By replacing direct reference with indirect reference (the
white box represents a local redirecting table), GC only needs to update the local redirecting table entries, and external pointers in
other regions can still reach an object even if it moves.

The basic idea is simple, but putting it to work faces some major challenges. A straightforward design may lead to 91%

slowdown, due to the extra steps in object dereferences and the associated large increase of cache misses.

In this work, we conduct an in-depth exploration. We propose new address translation mechanisms that can preserve

the object’s information despite GC caused movements. We start with a new pointer design (OPointer) which embeds the

region ID and object ID into the pointer and then looks up two separate tables to locate the object address. Such a design

is inefficient when the number of objects is growing. We hence propose SGpointer to use object group to control the

table size, and (inspired by multi-level page table designs) multi-level GPointer to add the flexibility of object grouping.

2Java GC uses reference counters to track the liveness of objects; it often moves live objects to reduce memory fragmentation.
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The solutions equip traditional GCs with cross-region addressability even in the presence of object movements. The

integration into JVM is straightforward: override the dereferencing operation of persistent pointers with the addressing

pattern proposed in this solution. Mainstream GCs, such as Java’s default G1 GC, provide reference barriers, which allow

JVM developers to customize the dereference operation of a Java reference. Integrating the proposed techniques hence

incurs only minor modifications to the reference barriers and interfaces of object creation, movement, and destruction.

The pure software implementation and the hardware-based implementation proposed in this work offer the choices to

suite different needs for runtime efficiency and ease of adoptions. Experiments demonstrate that the solutions can realize

MOA while reducing runtime overhead of alternative solutions substantially (up to 60%).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work proposing MOA pointers for supporting references across NVRegions.

It makes the following major contributions:

• It, for the first time, points out the addressability problem that GC causes to the reusability of persistent objects.

• It introduces the concept of movement-oblivious addressing (MOA), and develops the first set of solutions to

materialize the concept for solving the addressability problem and compares them.

• It evaluates the designs on six benchmarks and shows that an adaptive approach is necessary to avoid fragmentation

and compaction is necessary for highest flexibility.

2 PREMISES

NVM Access Model Each NVRegion has a unique integer ID, stored in its head. Accesses to NVM follow the models

described in a prior work [19]. An NVRegion needs to be opened through an API call before its data can be accessed; the

call maps the region to the virtual address space. Accesses to NVM data, however, do not need to go through special

APIs, but through direct pointer dereferences in a way similar to accesses to standard DRAM data; this is essential

for productivity and code compatibility. There are three types of pointers that could point to NVM data; one for those

pointing from DRAM to NVM, one from one place in an NVRegion to another place in the same NVRegion (called

intra-region pointers), and another from one NVRegion to another NVRegion (called inter-region pointers). The three

types of pointers have different degrees of requirements for position independence as discussed in prior work [19]. The

prior work proposes an addressing approach for each type of pointers. Figure 3 illustrates the conceptual view of the

organization and a code snippet for accessing a node of a durable set, NVSet. The APIs, open_region and get_root_node,

are proposed by prior work. API Deref translates an OPointer to a virtual address.

Note that although this work assumes that a portion of the main memory utilizes NVM such as Intel Optane DC DIMM,

the access model and the proposed techniques are general, and can be applied to other types of main memory.

NVRegion 1

NVRegion 2

1

2

NVRoots Non-root data

An NVSet rooted 
in 1

Together, an NVSet 
rooted in 2

Find the virtual address of node   :
NVRegion* r = open_region("region2")
node* array = get_root_node(r) !"base address of array in NVRegion 2
OPointer n1 = array[2] !"OPointer of the node in NVRegion 1
node* n = Deref(n1) !"translates OPointer to virtual address
return n

1

Fig. 3. A conceptual view of the organization of NVM. An NVM consists of multiple NVRegions, with possible cross-region refer-
ences.The code snippet shows the APIs and the use of NVM regions.
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Garbage Collection (GC) There are a variety of GC algorithms, such as mark-sweep-compact GC, generational GC,

and so on. They are invoked periodically in a program execution to automatically reclaim memory. Although there are

non-moving GC algorithms which do not move objects [59], they cannot mitigate memory fragmentations. Most popular

GCs pack live objects during garbage collections, causing data to move inside an NVRegion. GC shall not move data

across NVRegions.

GC can be at the application level or system level. The most common kind is application-level GC, which is a thread

living in the application address space, reclaiming memory for that application during its execution. An application-level

GC is an essential component for all managed programming languages (Java, C#, Scala, etc.). A system-level GC is a

process separate from applications; it tries to reclaim the space for the entire system. An example is disk space optimizers.

For NVM, both kinds of GC can be useful, in different ways. System-level GC sees all inter-region points-to relations,

but it needs to go through the space of the entire system, and is hence a slow process, invoked infrequently. In order

to facilitate liveness analysis and object movement, the system-level GC may have to infer the type of all data, which

is sometime difficult. Application-level GC needs to run frequently to reclaim the space rapidly allocated and freed

during the execution of an application. It can infer the data types with the knowledge from the running program. In the

envisioned usage, application-level GC reclaims objects that are not the targets of inter-region pointers, while system-level

GC is invoked occasionally to reclaim other objects (The two kinds of objects can be made distinguishable via markers

associated with pointer types.). In fact, many real-world applications [42, 44, 57, 58], despite that they do not take

advantage of persistent memory as of now, share objects among programs to enable fast inter-process sharing. They must

either synchronize the programs before moving the data or use a centralized process to track all objects. Such cooperative

solutions do not apply for NVM objects as an NVM object may be pointed by objects that all the running applications are

not aware of or have no access permission to.

Note that all objects in an NVRegion (with or without inter-region pointers) are subject to move when application-level

GC packs holes into large consecutive free space. As an application-level GC is usually implemented as a thread within

the application address space, it maintains the addressability only for pointers within its address space. In traditional

systems, if an object is in a shared memory (potentially shared by multiple processes), GC typically does not move it;

in a cooperative setting, GC could work on shared objects [57], but pointer updates need to be done through explicit

synchronizations among the processes.

For objects on NVM, new complexities arise. Because an object may live across the lifetime of a program and some

cross-region references may be created in some earlier executions of other programs, when a program uses an NVM

object, it may not be aware of all the pointers pointing to that object—some of those pointers may be on an NVRegion

that this program even have no permission to access. As a result, when the GC thread in this program moves that object,

the GC has no way to update all the pointers pointing to that object in existing designs. The next section presents our

solution to this problem.

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATIONS OF MOA

In this section, we first provide a formal definition of MOA, specify the scope of our work, and then present three

mechanisms to realize MOA for objects on NVM. These mechanisms share a basic idea, replacing direct references with

indirect references via novel pointer structures and assisting addressing schemes. They form a progression, one built on

another, with different tradeoffs and flexibility.

Manuscript submitted to ACM
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3.1 MOA

MOA is a concept we initiated in this work to describe the mechanisms which can preserve the addressability of a data

object even when the object is moved. For clarity, we provide a formal definition of MOA as follows:

DEFINITION 3.1. Let O be a data object, and S be the entire set of data references pointing to O at time t, that is, ∀p,

p ∈ S ⇐⇒ L1 == T p, where L1 is the virtual address of object O, and T p returns the target address of a reference p. An

addressing mechanism is movement-oblivious addressing if it meets the following condition: When object O changes

its virtual address to L2 from L1 (L2 ≠ L1) at time t when no other changes happen, the target addresses of T p, p ∈ S

change to L2 immediately after t.

The definition is general, covering all kinds of data movements incurred by all kinds of reasons (manual data movements

initiated by programmers, automatic data movements triggered by runtime, etc.). In this work, we focus on GC-caused data

movements. Such movements are implicit (invisible) to programmers. So unlike data movements initiated by programmers

in the application code, in this case, maintaining the addressability of the moved data should be automatically supported

by the underlying system rather than programmers.

Next, we present the MOA schemes that we have developed. For easy reference, we put into Figure 4 the acronyms

used frequently in the following discussions. We start our description with OPointer, the simplest among all.

Name convention: 

A:  Address (offset);   G: Group ID;   O: Object ID;    R: Region ID;   TB: translation table; 


RTB: Region ID �  Address;                                  ARTB: Address �  Region ID;

OTB: Object ID �  Address offset in a region;      AOTB: Address offset �  Object ID;

GTB: Group ID �  Address offset in a region;       AGTB: Address offset �  Group ID;

→ →
→ →
→ →

Fig. 4. Acronyms reference

3.2 Basic Proposal: OPointer

The basic idea behind the solution OPointer is to localize the needed updates when there is a data movement, by replacing

direct references with indirect references. The replacement is materialized through a new pointer structure and some

assistant system data structures and runtime operations.

3.2.1 Design. The OPointer breaks the 8B-width pointer into two fields, the first 32 bits (starting from the most significant

bit) are used for region ID (RID) and the remaining bits for object ID (OID). Similar to RID, which is associated with an

NV region, each OID is associated with an object that needs MOA. Some prior NV pointer designs [19, 56] also store

RID inside a pointer, but they store offset rather than OID of an object in the other part of the pointer. The difference is

important: When a data moves, its offset in the NVRegion changes, but its OID does not.

Table 1 lists the assistant data structures and their roles in supporting OPointers. They include four mapping tables,

RTB, ARTB, OTB, and AOTB, and FPool, a min-heap based pool of free OIDs. Each process has its own RTB and ARTB.

They give maps between RIDs and base addresses of NVRegions. An entry is put into both whenever the process opens

an NVRegion. The two tables are transient. OTB and AOTB are persistent, living in the NVRegion that they help manage,

providing maps between OIDs and offsets of persistent objects on the region. FPool is per NVRegion and lives on it as

well. It contains a pool of free IDs that new persistent objects on the NVRegion may choose to use. OTB, AOTB, and

FPool are addressed through the region’s metadata, as Figure 5 shows.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Table 1. Assistant Data Structures for OPointers. The last column shows the operations use the data structures, P for pointer
dereferencing, A for pointer assignment, N for newly object allocation, and F for object free.

Acronym Role Implementation Sharing Operations
RTB map RID to base addresses of region and OTB direct address table across whole system P

ARTB map base address of region to RID sorted binary tree across whole system A N
OTB map OID to intra-region offset direct address table per NVRegion P F

AOTB map intra-region offset to OID hash table per NVRegion A N F
FPool manage free OIDs min-heap per NVRegion A N F

metadata 
OTB

ATB
FPoolobjects

objectspOTB pFPoolpATB

data

Fig. 5. OTB, AOTB and FPool reside on NVRegions, addressed through the region’s metadata (Sec. 3.2).

3.2.2 Operations and Enabled MOA. A dereference of an OPointer consists of several operations, which, by leveraging

RTB and OTB, translate the RID and OID contained in the OPointer into the base address of the target NVRegion and the

offset of the object in that region respectively, and then sum them into the address of the target object. Figure 6 shows an

example and the pseudo-code. A translation from an object’s address to an OPointer consists of a reverse process via

ARTB and AOTB.

Deref(OPointer):
1  RID = OPointer !" 32
2  region_addr = RTB[RID*2]
3  INT64* OTB = (INT64*)RTB[RID*2+1]
4  OID = OPointer & 0xFFFFFFFF
5  object_offset = OTB[OID]
6  object_addr = object_offset + 
                 region_addr
7  return object_addr

RID OID

Region ID Translation 
Table

objects

+

load OPointer

Object ID Translation 
Table

region
#RID

4

1
2

3
5 6

Fig. 6. Illustration of dereferencing an OPointer (Sec. 3.2); circled numbers correlate with code line # on the right.

OPointer helps enable MOA by localizing the needed changes when a persistent object moves. The only needed

updates at a data movement are to the two tables, OTB and AOTB, updating their entries with the new offset of the object

in that NVRegion. As both OTB and AOTB reside on that NVRegion, the GC can simply make the changes as part of the

GC process. The value of an OPointer that points to that object needs no changes; a dereference of it still reaches that

object after the move.

OIDs are managed through FPool. FPool is a min-heap containing a set of IDs that new persistent objects may take on.

When a new persistent object is created that is visible to cross-region references, the runtime requests an OID from FPool,

and puts the OID into OTB and AOTB to associate the OID with the offset of the object in the NVRegion. FPool always

returns the minimum free OID to minimize the fragmentation in OTB. If FPool is empty at an ID request, the runtime

resizes the OID table by doubling its size, and then adds the new indices available into FPool; AOTB is resized as well.

The use of min-heap ensures logarithmic computational complexity of an ID request; deleting a persistent object puts its

ID back to FPool.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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3.2.3 Limitations. The major weakness of OPointer is the frequent but slow accesses to OTB. It assigns an OID to each

object referenced from other regions. The size of OTB hence can be large. Every dereference needs to access OTB. The

large size of OTB may entail many cache misses and hence slow dereferences.

3.3 Proposal II: Multi-Sized GPointer (SGPointer)

Multi-Sized GPointer is a variant of OPointer. It reduces the size of OTB by grouping the objects and sharing the group

ID (GID) across the grouped objects.

In Multi-Sized GPointer, an object group is a consecutive memory space filled with two types of memory blocks: (1)

the free blocks that can be allocated to objects and managed by memory management; (2) the grouped objects whose

headers are in the group. The object groups have the following properties:

• An object group is the smallest unit for data movement;

• An object could span beyond the end of the group it belongs to;

• One group cannot overlap another;

• The group size is pre-defined.

The first property ensures that the offsets of the objects to the starting address of the group stay unchanged after data

movements. With this design, a pointer can now consist of three parts, RID GID Offset, where RID is the NVRegion ID,

GID is the Group ID of the object, and Offset is the offset of the object to the base address of the group. The large OTB

and AOTB in OPointer are now replaced with much smaller GTB (Group IDs to the base addresses of the groups) and

AGTB (reverse GTB), leading to better data locality and hence cache performance. At a data movement, the only updates

are to the group’s base addresses in GTB and AGTB. As data offsets in a group remain unchanged, they can be retrieved

through the original GPointer.

The second property ensures that GPointer works even for objects larger than the pre-defined group size. Figure 7b

illustrates a 256B group. The last object in the group spans beyond the boundary.

256B object group group boundary

RID = 2 T = 1 GID = 10 Offset=8

8B

(a) SGPointer

(b) group #10
in region #2

grouped object free block

Fig. 7. SGPointer (a) and its associated group (b). The SGPointer points to the first object in the group.

The third property is easy to understand. The final property is necessary for efficient group and object management.

A question is what size should be used. A large size reduces the sizes of GTB and AGTB and hence improves cache

performance, but leaves a group more likely to be fragmented. (Fragmentation happens when an object is freed in the

middle of a group.)

Multi-Sized GPointer addresses the issue by providing multiple size options for an object group (1B, 256B, 4KB,

and 64KB in our implementation). To materialize the flexibility, a Multi-Sized GPointer format is designed to contain

four fields: the first 30 bits constitute RID, and the following two bits constitute a T field. T can be 0–3, respectively

corresponding to the sizes of 1B, 256B, 4KB and 64KB in our implementation. The remaining bits constitute the G and O

fields, for GID and intra-group offset.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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The assistant data structures need to support the multi-sized design. It uses a sorted binary tree for AGTB (similar

to AOTB, it maps intra-region offset to GID) and use four replicas of some data structures, one for each group type.

Specifically, the GPointer uses four GID tables (GTB) and four FPools (denoted as GTBi and FPooli for group type

i, i = 0,1,2,3). In addition, the GPointer installs the base addresses of the four GTBs of an NVRegion into the RTB

table, along with the base address of that region. The GTBs store the offsets of the groups to the base of the region; they

are shared cross programs. The metadata of the NV region is extended according to the increasing number of the data

structures. As an optimization, the Multi-Sized GPointer uses a single AGTB rather than four AGTBs. It maps each

intra-region offset to a value composed of the group type and the GID, by padding the GID to 32 bits and concatenating

the group type with the GID. Section 3.6 will explain how to choose the appropriate group a newly created object should

be placed into.

3.4 Proposal III: Multi-Level GPointer (LGPointer)

Although Multi-Sized GPointer offers some flexibility in what groups an object may get into, it has a rigid design. The

size of a group is fixed. If a large group happens to suffer severe fragmentation, it cannot be broken down into smaller

ones to mitigate the issue.

We introduce Multi-Level GPointer to augment GPointer with dynamic adaptivity in group sizes. In this design, at

runtime, an object group may be split into multiple smaller groups, and multiple groups may merge into a large group,

with all happening transparently to the applications, programmers, or users.

3.4.1 Pointer and Data Structures. The box on top of Figure 8 shows the structure of a Multi-Level GPointer. The first 32

bits define the RID, the following 32 bits are divided into four fields, namely P0-P3, which are the indices of associated

GTBs, detailed next.

A key enabler of the flexible group sizes in Multi-Level GPointer is the first (most significant) bit of a GPointer. We

call that bit the type bit. P0 is the index to the first level GTB, namely GTB0. An entry in GTB0 may be one of two types.

If its type bit is 0, the entry is the offset of a next level GTB (GTB1) in the NVRegion; if the bit is 1, it is the offset

of a 16MB-object group in the NVRegion, and the suffix of the pointer P1 P2 P3 form the offset of the object in that

16MB-object group. GTB1 and GTB2 have the same design as GTB0, except that their corresponding object group sizes

are 64KB and 256B, and the suffixes are P2 P3 and P3 respectively. Figure 8 gives a simple illustration. Each entry in

GTB3 can be only the offset of a 1B-object group. (As it is 1B in size, no intra-group offset is needed.)

For an NVRegion, there is only one GTB0, but the number of GTBi is ni−1 (ni−1 is the total number of entries in all

GTBi−1; i = 1,2,3).

The GTBs are kept in the region mixed with other data, as the bottom box in Figure 8 shows. The runtime walks

through the GTBs according to the fields in a Multi-Level GPointer.

The usage of other assistant data structures in Multi-Level GPointer are similar as in the Multi-Sized GPointer.

The described design of Multi-Level Pointer entails four possible group sizes, 1B, 256B, 64KB and 16MB, correspond-

ing to the four levels of object groups. The full ID of an object group is the concatenation of the group ID fields in a

pointer. For instance, if the group is a level-2 group, the concatenation of P0 and P1 forms its ID.

3.4.2 Group Splitting and Merging. An appealing property of Multi-Level GPointer is that it allows easy efficient splitting

and merging of object groups. The enabled dynamic adjustability of group sizes opens opportunities for enhancing the

tradeoff between locality in GTB accesses and fragmentation in a group.
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RID = 0 P0=0 P1=2 P2=3 P3=4

GTB0 GTB1 GTB2 GTB3

region 0

0

0                  100
1

0

0

1

GTB
GTB group

0

1                2400

groupgroup GTB
0x100 0x2400

0 32 40 48 56 64

Fig. 8. Multi-level GTBs (Sec 3.4).

Splitting. The splitting operation can be employed anytime even when the program is running. The runtime first locates

the GTB entry (say e) of the object group that is going to be split. It then prepares a next level GTB with the offset of each

sub-group being filled. It finally updates e by replacing it with the intra-region offset of the new GTB and sets the type bit

of e to 0.

Figure 9 illustrates the procedure of splitting group 0x01A0. At first, the system allocates a new third level table GTB2

showed on the right side of the figure, then it fills the table with the intra-region offsets, starting from 0xABC and increase

in a step of 0x100, which equals to the size of the new group, 256B. After that, it updates the entry of GTB1@1 to the

intra-region offset (0xFC123) of the new table and updates the first bit to 0. The new table is named as GTB2@A0 in the

graph.

0x0000000001A00002
RID P0

0x216

0x100

0x00x000
0x001

0x002

P1P2P3

0

0

1 0x216

0xFC123

0x00xBF
0xA0

0xA1

0

0
0

…
0x216

0xABC

0x00x000
0x001

0x002

0

0

1

0x109BC

0x108BC

0x107BC0xFD
0xFE

0xFF

1

1

1

0xCBC

0xBBC

0xABC0x00
0x01

0x02

1

1

1

…GTB0

GTB1@1 GTB2@A0

Fig. 9. Split the group 0x01A0 to sub groups with ID starts from 0x01A000 to 0x01A0FF (Sec. 3.4).

The GIDs of new small groups are from 0x01A000 to 0x01A0FF; the largest common prefix of the GIDs is the GID of

the large group.

Group Merging. Group merging merges small groups into a large group to reduce the number of GIDs. The process

is the reverse of group splitting. Merging needs to avoid group conflicts in space. Consider the object group showed in

Figure 7. The last object of the group exceeds the group boundary. If the runtime places another group right after the

showed group, the object could overlap with another object in the new group, causing space conflicts.

A set of object groups S can be merged if and only if they meet the following conditions:
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• they are of the same size;

• their IDs form a consecutive sequence;

• L in binary presentation is the largest common prefix of the IDs in S, where L is the binary presentation of the

summation of the sizes of all groups in S. For example, group 0x0010 can be the merging result of groups 0x001000

to 0x0010FF only.

• Merging would not cause conflicts to any two groups in S.

Intuitively, the conditions ensure that S can be merged into one single group at a higher level.

3.5 Hardware Support

The three methods can be applied to existing hardware via system software. With extra hardware support, they can be

made even more performant. The three types of pointers all center around the use of pointer redirection and are hence

all subject to redirection overhead. We propose hardware features to accelerate dereferences of the pointers. The main

ideas are two, to avoid software-based bit manipulations in dereference, caching the translation with dedicated look-aside

buffers. The corresponding changes to instruction set are no more than those in prior NVM hardware support [55], that is,

the addition of instructions nvld and nvst for NVM accesses.

Hardware Support for OPointer. A region-object translation look-aside buffer (ROTLB) is introduced in this design, as

shown in Figure 10. It translates OPointers to virtual addresses and then passes them to TLB. Every entry in ROTLB is an

OPointer-virtual address pair. If an OPointer matches no entry in ROTLB, the translation takes a slow path. In the slow

path, the hardware 1 derives from OPointer the region ID and the object ID, 2 loads the address of region ID translation

table from a new register ncr.0 which stores the address of per-process RTB, and finds the virtual address of the region

and the virtual address of the OTB (object ID translation table) of the region, 3 loads the intra-region offset from OTB

(object ID translation table), and 4 sums the region address and the offset to produce the virtual address of the object. It

then caches the virtual address in ROTLB, and sends it to TLB for further operations.

CPU

Region Object 
Translation Lookaside 

Buffer (ROTLB)

Region ID Translation 
Table (RTB)

Object ID Translation 
Table (OTB)

miss

TLB

pa

va

va

pa
va

fast path
slow path
virtual address
physical address

base region base
offset intra-region offset

hit

+

find OTB

base
offset

OPointer

ncr.0

1

2

3
4

Fig. 10. region object translation look-aside buffer

ROTLB is hierarchical. A small fast L1 ROTLB is backed by a large slow L2 ROTLB and both ROTLBs are set-

associative. (Section 4 gives sensitivity study on their sizes.) RTB and OTB are accessed through virtual addresses,

allowing operating system to swap OTB content when necessary.

ROTLB hits have the same latency as TLB hits. A L2 ROTLB miss incurs one memory access to each of RTB and

OTB. We leverage a previous design named POTB [55] to cache RTB to further reduce memory accesses.
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Hardware Support for SGPointer. This design introduces a region multi-sized group translation look-aside buffer

(RSGTLB) as showed by Figure 11. It translates SGPointers of all group sizes to virtual addresses of object groups. All

the three multiplexers introduced by the design take the 2 bits type field of the SGPointer as selector input. They select

different bits from the pointer. Specifically, MUX1 extracts 7 least significant bits from GID field, which are bits 0-6 for a

pointer in a 1B group or bits 8-14 for a pointer in a 256B group. MUX2 generates the tag for searching by selecting all

fields but the intra-group offset. MUX3 selects the intra-group offset field. These operations add negligible latency as the

circuit depths of the multiplexers are less than three.

CPU

Region Object Translation 
Lookaside Buffer (RSGTLB)

Region ID Translation 
Table (RTB)

Group ID Translation 
Table (GTB)

miss

TLB
pa

va

hit

+

find GTB

base
offset

ncr.0
RTB

address

MUX1 MUX3MUX2

SGPointertype type

set number tag +offset

group address

group address
pa

va

fast path
slow path

virtual address

physical address

base region base

offset intra-region offset
group 
address

virtual address
of object group

Fig. 11. Region- multi-sized group translation look-aside buffer

The other parts of the design are similar to the hardware support of OPointer (Figure 11), except that GTB replaces

OTB. The two designs hence share similar performance.

Hardware Support for LGPointer. For LGPointer, RSGTLB does not apply because the group size is decoupled from

the pointer. The design uses four buffers, with each for one of the four levels of pointers. At a pointer translation, the

hardware simultaneously searches in all the buffers. It forwards the virtual address to TLB if the search hits any buffer,

and takes the slow path otherwise.

Hardware Overhead. Similar to prior hardware proposals that add address translation for NVM [55], the hardware

changes in this work requires no modification to cache coherence. We use CACTI [10] to estimate the hardware area

overhead. The hardware overhead of the design consists of a few logical circuits and a look-aside buffer (ROTLB/RS-

GTLB/RLGTLB). The size of the buffer is set to 9KB in total such that the access latency meets the target configuration

(one cycle for 1KB L1 and seven cycles for 8KB L2). The area cost is marginal, 0.065mm2 according to CACTI.

3.6 Special Complexities

This part discusses three special complexities and our solutions. The first two relate with both SGPointer and LGPointer,

and the third is specific to LGPointer.

Grouping. For both kinds of GPointers, a complexity is in deciding which objects should be grouped together. The

primary consideration is memory fragmentation. As aforementioned, grouping objects helps reduce the size of assistant

data structures, but could result in memory fragmentation within a group when some objects are freed before the rest of

the group. GC are not allowed to pack objects within a group as the entire group is the smallest unit for movement. So the

principle for grouping objects is to group objects that have similar lifetimes.
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There are many prior studies that propose methods to predict objects lifetime [14–16]. A simple and effective heuristic

commonly found in prior work is that the objects created at the same allocation site tend to have similar lifetimes. Our

implementation uses this grouping strategy.

Selection of Group Size or Level. For SGPointers and LGPointers, when a new group is to be created, a decision has

to be made on how large (or at what level) the new group should be. We present our solution by explaining the whole

process when a new object is allocated.

At the allocation of a new object, the allocator will check whether the group sitting right before this object (called

candidate group) has the same lifetime as it has, and if so, it tries to assign that group ID to this object (by setting some

bits of its address) if that group still has enough space; if the space is short, it creates a new group (by getting a free group

ID from FPool), and assigns that new group ID to this object. Note, the new group is set to a size one level higher than the

candidate group if possible; the rationale is the filling of the candidate group indicates that a lot more objects are likely to

be created at that allocation site. On the other hand, if the candidate group has a different lifetime, a new group of the

smallest size is created for this object. An alternative scheme is to replace the adaptive group size with a fixed group size.

Section 4.5 gives empirical comparisons of the schemes.

Selection of Group ID. For SGPointers, a newly created group can use any free group ID. But it is more complicated

for LGPointers. A wrongly selected GID may prevent two groups from merging in the future. Consider two adjacent 16B

objects, with each being put into a 1B group. (Recall an object can span beyond its group boundary). If the IDs of the two

groups are 0 and 1 respectively, their P3 fields would equal 0x0 and 0x1. Although that works fine when they are 1B

groups, when the two groups were merged into a higher-level group, their P3 fields would be regarded as the offsets of the

two objects in the larger object group, which would lead to mistakes (the second pointer would points to the middle of

the first object rather than the second object). So, for Multi-Level GPointers, when picking the ID for a new group, the

runtime ensures that the gap of the new ID from the candidate group (say X) equals to the actual span of group X (i.e.,

max(EndOfObjects, EndOfGroup)-StartOfGroup of group X).

Size Constraints. The formats of an NVPointer form some constraints on NVRegion sizes, which is the case for prior

relocatable pointers as well [19, 55, 56]. As suggested in a prior work [19], to increase flexibility, one could design

multiple formats with different number of bits for the region ID and other fields such that in the memory system, larger

NVRegions and smaller NVRegions could coexist. We leave this extension to the future.

3.7 Computational and Space Complexity

Table 2 shows the computational complexity of the proposed techniques. The most common operations on persistent

pointers are pointer dereference. The overhead of dereferencing is measured in number of table-based redirections.

Multi-Level GPointers could have several extra redirections depending on at what level the object group is, but overall

the techniques have similar time complexities. In practice, the overhead of dereferencing is mainly determined by cache

performance of accesses to the tables.

For pointer assignment, the time complexity for OPointer is O1, only one hash look-up on AOTB. For GPointers, the

runtime has to request a new OID from FPool. As FPool is a min-heap, the time complexity is Ologn, n is the number of

IDs in FPool. The access to AGTB also has a time complexity Ologn as AGTB is implemented in a sorted binary tree. For

Multi-Level GPointer, group splitting and merging have a time complexities Om where m is the size of the merged GTBs.
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Table 2. Computational complexity of the operations; the complexity of dereferencing is measured in the number of indirections.

OPointer Multi-Sized Multi-Level
GPointer GPointer

Dereferencing 2 2 2-5
Initialization O(1) - O(logn) O(logn) O(logn)
Remove O(logn) O(logn) O(logn)
Splitting — — O(m)
Merging — — O(m)

The memory space taken by RTB and ARTB is marginal, because they each need only one entry for one NVRegion.

For OPointer, the primary space overhead comes from OTB and AOTB. For n NVObjects on an NVRegion, the sizes of

OTB and AOTB are both 8nB. For SGPointer and LGPointer, the primary space cost is GTB; if g is the group size, the

space cost of GTB is 1g to 1/1 of that in OPointer, depends on the object sizes. However, the incurred object size increase

is marginal compared to the average object sizes in Java programs (149–744B [9]).

4 EVALUATION

This section evaluates the efficacy of the proposed MOA solutions, in five aspects. The first aspect is soundness, that

is, whether they can indeed support MOA in presence of data movements. On this aspect, all the solutions have no

differences; they all provide sound MOA solutions, verified through observations of the values returned by memory

accesses when arbitrary data movements are injected into the benchmarks. We hence focus the discussions in this section

on the other four aspects, which are all related with the efficiency of the solutions:

• Time cost: As all proposed solutions replace direct references with indirect references, the redirections introduce

time overhead, which is measured through this metric.

• Cache performance: As the solutions materialize redirection through some intermediate tables, this metric measures

the effect on cache by the increased space usage.

• Performance sensitivity to NVM access latency.

• Memory fragmentation: This is specific to the two variants of GPointers. As objects are put into groups and are not

allowed to move within a group, memory fragmentations occur when some objects are freed in the middle of a

group. This metric measures how serious the fragmentations are.

4.1 Methodology

Benchmarks and Data We evaluate our techniques with five Java benchmarks on some important data structures, as

listed in the top part of Table 3. We pick these benchmarks because they exhibit different memory access patterns which

are essential for comprehensively understanding the performance of the various solutions, given their focus on memory

accesses. In addition, we apply the technique to a real-world application, a 10440-line key-value store ClauDB3, which

will be elaborated in Section 4.6. The real-world application is expected to exhibit more complex memory accessing

patterns than the micro benchmarks, as it has multiple kinds of tasks. This improves the assessment of the proposed

techniques.

Note that programming support for NVM is still preliminary for Java; Intel’s Persistent Java Collection (PCJ) is

currently the most developed support [6]. PCJ actually reuses Intel C library (PMDK) through JNI rather than offers
3https://github.com/tonivade/claudb
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Table 3. List of benchmarks

Benchmark Description
Seq Sequentially access an array with 179 million objects, each object is 8B and

pointed by a pointer.
Rand Similar to Seq but the pointers are randomly shuffled
List Access 134 million nodes in a linked list. Each node is an 8B object.

BTree Insert 50 millions random keys into a BTree, followed by 100 million search
queries. Each BTree node has two arrays for integer keys and pointers to other
nodes, and the minimum degree is 256.

HATTrie Insert 23 million Wikipedia page titles4 into a combination of trie and array hash,
followed by 100 million search queries. The trie stores the prefix of the strings
and the array hash stores the suffix of the strings. The hash is split into trie node
and smaller hash on demand.

ClauDB A real world JAVA in-memory key-value store database used as an LRU cache,
with three workloads yielding 1%, 5% and 10% miss ratios respectively.

support customized to Java. As a result, programs with it suffer from very large execution time overheads from cross-

language function calls, and they make the overheads from MOA pointers look trivial (less than 1% in all cases). Thus,

we implement a prototype Java NVM program performance measurement framework. The framework replaces NVM

accesses in the program with native implementations, rather than a JNI function call, and hence avoids the artificial

cross-language overheads from JNI.

All benchmarks have both a single-region and a four-region version. We assume the whole GC-managed heap is on

NVM and the rest (e.g., stack) is on DRAM. The size of the dataset increases in proportion to the number of regions

and the data is distributed to the NVRegions in a round-robin manner. Seq and Rand take up 1.5GB and 2GB memory,

respectively.

Machine Configuration We run real-system experiments (for all our software schemes) as well as simulation experiments

(for all our hardware schemes), with configurations shown in the top part of Table 4. We use real systems to evaluate

all the software implementations and a processor simulation model to evaluate the hardware implementations. The real

system is an Intel i7-6700K CPU system. Our implementation leverages an instruction bextr to efficiently extract a

number of continuous bits from a word. We use gcc 8.2 compiler and set the parameter -mbmi to enable the compiler

support for the instruction. The hardware runs Ubuntu OS 18.04.2 LTS with 4.15.0 kernel. We load the kernel module

PMEM driver and map 16GB as persistent memory. We use low-level API from Intel PMDK to manage the NVM regions.

We use openjdk 1.8.0_242 and G1 garbage collector (GC) for Java programs. G1 GC is a generational GC implemented

with C++.

To evaluate our architecture support, we use a trace-based simulator, Champsim[1], with parameters shown in the

bottom of Table 4. The accuracy of Champsim was validated in recent works [32, 61, 62]. The simulator models an

out-of-order processor and the detailed operations of TLB, cache, and memory subsystems. Page table walk latency

is modeled as a fixed TLB miss penalty of 100 cycles. We also simulate the OTB/GTB walk with fixed latencies. We

simulate 1 billion instruction execution for each program.

When measuring Java program performance on real machines, we warm up the runs before measuring the steady

execution time to avoid the non-deterministic behavior of Java runtime. In our experiments, we collect the steady execution
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Table 4. Real Machine and Simulation Configurations.

Real Machine Platform (for eval. software solution)
Processor: Intel i7-6700K, quad core, 3.4 GHz (turbo 4GHz)
TLB: L1: 4-way, 64 entries; L2: 4-way, 1536 entries
Cache: L1: 8-way, 32KB; L2: 4-way, 256KB; L3: 16-way, 8MB;

Simulation Model (for eval. hw-based solution)
CPU: 4Ghz; ROB: 352 entries; load queue: 128 entries; store

queue: 72 entries; branch predictor: bimodal
TLB: L1: 4-way, 64 entries, 1 cycle; L2: 4-way, 512 entries, 8

cycles; page table walk: 100 cycles;
Caches: L1: 8-way, 64KB, 5 cycles; L2: 8-way, 256KB, 10 cy-

cles; L3: 8-way, 2MB, 20 cycles
Memory: DRAM: CAS 12.5 ns (50 cycles), RCD 12.5 ns, RP 12.5

ns ; NVM: 75 ns (300 cycles)
ROTLB/
RSGTLB/
RLGTLB

L1: 4-way, 64 entries, 1 cycle; L2: 4-way, 512 entries,
8 cycles; table walk: ROTLB 120 cycles, RSGTB 110
cycles; RLGTLB 150 cycles;

time (after 3 warm-up runs) repeatedly for 10 times; marginal variations are observed and hence the average performance

is reported.

4.2 Execution Time Overhead

For performance comparison, we use the previously proposed relocatable NVPointer (called RPointer in this paper) [55]

as the baseline. An RPointer consists of RID Offset, where RID is the ID of an NVRegion and Offset, which is the offset

of the object in that region. This scheme supports the relocation of the entire NVRegions, but not GC-triggered data

movements within an NVRegion, hence it does not support MOA pointers. By comparing to this baseline, we measure the

additional overhead introduced by the MOA support. We choose RPointer as it provides the state-of-the-art performance

for retrieving objects in relocatable NVRegions.

Figure 12 reports the time overhead of our three MOA pointers without hardware (parts (a) and (b)) and with hardware

support (part (c)). In the experiments, we limit LGPointer to use groups no larger than 64KB; otherwise, the lower-level

tables are rarely used, and LGPointer would show performance similar to that of RPointer.
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Fig. 12. Execution time overhead of MOA in software (a and b) and with hardware support (c), over RPointer[55].

Parts (a) and (b) of the figure show that the results with one or four NV regions are similar, incurring 14-21% overheads

on average. Compared to OPointer, SGPointer lowers the overheads significantly, especially for Rand, BTree, and
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HATTrie, thanks to grouping objects. However, OPointer performs better than SGPointer and LGPointer on Seq and

List. For Seq, thanks to the regular data access and hence data locality, the main overhead comes from the additional

operations from MOA pointers rather than cache misses; OPointer has the least extra operations. For List, the nodes are

randomly placed in the memory and chained up in the order of node creation. Therefore, accesses to the nodes incur a

random access pattern while the accesses to the assistant data structure follow a sequential access pattern. Hence, OPointer

performs better as cache misses on the OTB are hidden by the slow data accesses, and it has fewer bitwise operations than

SGPointer and LGPointer do.

Part (c) of the figure shows that the hardware support is very effective; it reduces the cost of MOA pointers in SGPointer

to an average overhead of 0.3% (or 0.4% for LGPointer). As the hardware support exploits spatial or temporal locality but

Rand produces a completely random access pattern, it hence represents the pathological case for hardware performance,

especially for OPointer which has a large OTB.

Figure 13 reports the increase in L3 cache misses (collected via PAPI [51]) for each benchmark. The figure shows that

SGPointer and LGPointer achieve a much smaller increase than OPointer, indicating the effectiveness of grouping.
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Fig. 13. The increase in the number of L3 cache misses, relative to RPointer, for the software MOA schemes on real machine.

4.3 Garbage Collection Overheads

This subsection details the overheads incurred by MOA pointers on the G1 GC used in JVM, with our hardware support.

During the GC execution, memory accesses are emitted into a memory trace, which becomes the input to the simulator.

The GC is prompted to run 10 times during the execution of each benchmark via calling System.gc(); the portion of

objects that are destroyed increases from 10% to 100%. Table 3 shows the total number of objects before destruction.

Figure 14a reports the execution time overheads of GC execution over RPointer. The figure shows nearly negligible

overheads (less than 1% for SGPointer and LGPointer, slightly higher for OPointer) that are lower than for benchmark

execution. Figure 14b shows that GC incurs a much smaller portion of NVM accesses vs. non-GC execution, hence it is

much less affected by the MOA pointer overheads.

4.4 Sensitivity Study

Figure 15 reports the overheads of hardware MOA as we vary the NVM access latencies. The figure shows that the

overheads of SGPointer and LGPointer remain low (< 10% in most cases) and insensitive to NVM latency, even the

latency is five times of DRAM.
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Fig. 14. Overhead on GC.
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Fig. 15. The impact of NVM access latencies (in cycles) on execution time overheads for OPointer, SGPointer, and LGPointer, with
hardware extension.

4.5 Memory Fragmentation

While grouping helps GPointers reduce memory consumption, it may also increase memory fragmentation. To study the

effect, we conducted an experiment to measure memory fragmentation. We investigate the use of two fixed group sizes

(1KB, 8KB) and the adaptive size described in Section 3.6.

The experiment borrows a synthesized benchmark called Fragger [45], which maximizes fragmentation by first filling

the memory with small objects of 200B or larger, then freeing some, and measuring the quality of defragmentation

through allocating as many large objects as possible. We follow the first step, except that we assign every created object

with a group ID as required by the GPointers. Then we extend the benchmark by repeatably freeing the m objects at the

end of every n m objects (the default Fragger is a special case of our method with n = m = 1.) As the last step, instead of

allocating large objects, we emulate GC by moving the groups without live objects together to form a large free memory

space (note that GC moves groups but not objects inside a group.) The memory would be composed of some free spaces,

each surrounded by some live objects. Let H be the size of the largest free space, and A be the total free space. A metric

used to measure memory fragmentation is:

Fragmentation = 1− H
A
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In our experiments, we set memory space to 4GB and the size of a small object to 256B. Table 5 shows the fragmenta-

tions of GPointers and the corresponding numbers of groups when a fixed group size (1KB, 8KB) is used or an adaptive

size is used. For reference, we also show in an "OPT" column the number of groups that minimizes fragmentation,

obtained based on the full knowledge on the placement and the lifetime of the created objects. The different n and m

values create different memory freeing patterns. We further add an additional pattern of object freeing, which randomly

frees half of all the objects; it is represented as “RandomHalf" at the bottom of the table.

Because GC does not move objects within a group, a larger group tends to suffer more serious fragmentation. It

explains the larger fragmentation 8KB has over 1KB. On the other hand, the smaller group size of 1KB entails about 8

times more object groups (and hence worse OID cache performance) over the use of 8KB groups. The "adaptive" method

strikes a tradeoff between them. When the values of n and m happen to make the empty spaces perfectly align with the

boundaries of fixed-size groups (e.g., n = m = 64), the fixed-size group schemes work well. But in general cases, the

"adaptive" scheme works better as its adaptive method is conscious of the objects spanning over the boundary of a group

(Section 3.6).

Table 5. Memory fragmentation of fixed group sizes (1KB, 8KB), adaptive size, and optimal size (OPT). The lower the better; range is
[0,1]. The #groups are 4,194,304 and 524,288 for 1KB and 8KB cases respectively.

Mem release Mem. Fragmentation #Groups
pattern param. Size of a group

n m 1KB 8KB Adaptive Adaptive OPT
1 1 1 1 0 8,388,608 8,388,608

31 31 0.10 1 0.71 1,262,800 2,706,004
64 64 0 0 0.33 589,824 262,144

150 100 0.02 0.30 0.19 536,871 738,199
RandomHalf 0.87 1 0.81 2,593,267 6,709,760

4.6 Real World Application: ClauDB

The evaluation uses three workloads for ClauDB which yield 1%, 5% and 10% miss rates, respectively. Each workload

is a mix of SET and GET operations, the performance is measured in the number of GETs per second; we evaluate the

performance degradation incurred by the MOA solutions.

Fig. 16 shows the results on the three workloads. All the software MOA solutions suffer slightly more degradation

on the intensive workload due to more persistent objects creation and deconstructions. SGPointer slightly outperforms

LGPointer, while both retain 97% of performance. OPointer incurs 5% degradation for its large assistant data structures.

All hardware MOA solutions retain 99% baseline performance across all workloads while OPointer incurs about twice

overhead of the other two solutions.

5 RELATEDWORK

Self-healing barrier [22] is a GC technique for addressing data movements in non-blocking GC. It creates a forwarding

table for all objects moved during GC, such that pointers not yet updated can find the objects through the forwarding

table. Once all pointers are updated, the forwarding table is removed. This technique is insufficient for the problem in this

work. As GC is not aware of pointers from regions outside the view of this current application, it would not be able to

remove entries in the forwarding table. The table would keep growing, facing the issues that OPointer faces.
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Fig. 16. Performance overheads of ClauDB with software and hardware MOA solutions; lower is better. For hardware MOA, the NVM
access latency is 600 cycles, 3× that of DRAM.

There are several recent studies on position-independent pointers [7, 12, 13, 19, 41, 55, 56, 68, 70], such as Intel

PMDK [7] and Twizzlers [12]. But the situations considered are only changes of the starting address of an entire NV

region. Their solutions do not preserve object addressability when the objects are moved to different locations inside an

NV region, as they assume that the offset of an object to the starting address of its NV region remains unchanged. For

instance, in the previous work by Wang et. al. [55], the authors store in a pointer the region ID and the offset of the object

in that region, and use hardware to accelerate the translation to virtual address. PMDK [7] and Twizzler [12] adopts the

same pointer format. The methods break in the presence of GC: The pointer would become invalid if the object is moved

in that region by GC. In contrast, this work proposes a new concept, movement-oblivious addressing, enables the property

by redesigning the pointer structure and translation mechanisms, and further develops four novel methods that alleviate

the space and time cost of movement-oblivious addressing.

Chakrabarti et. al. [18] mentioned NVRegions should be garbage collected upon failure and envisioned the basic

use without giving a design. NV-Heaps [23] uses a reference based GC to check the reachability. Makalu [11] explored

post-failure recovery time. Cohen et. al. [24] mentioned that data migration is necessary due to fragmentation or object

size change; they used a fully offline copying GC that scans the objects connected to the root objects; the method supports

cross-region pointers only if the two regions are loaded simultaneously when the regions with cross-region pointers

could be essentially considered as a single entity. DwarfGC [36] is specifically designed for crash consistency without

cross-region pointers considered.

A relevant problem is GC when shared memory is used. The programs using shared memory are cooperative processes.

The GC is made possible through coordinated synchronizations and a holistic control over the participating processes.

For example, XMem [57] synchronizes all programs before moving the shared object, and Skyway [44] migrates shared

objects between servers and uses a centralized server to track all objects. Other systems either use non-moving GC [8, 58]

or full-system GC [47]. In contrast, an NVM object may be pointed by objects in many other NV regions, and the GC of a

program that uses that object may not be aware of or have the access permission to those pointers in other regions. The

cooperative solutions hence do not apply.

There are many other prior studies on NVM programming. They aim at other aspects, including fault tolerance [23,

31, 53, 69], programming model [26, 39, 40, 71], algorithms [52], security [65, 66], and so on. They make important

contributions, but do not address the problem in this work.

AutoPersist [48] and GCPersist [63] enables object movement between DRAM and NVM for automatic data persisting,

but considers no cross-region pointers from other regions created by other applications. Espresso [64] provides crash-

consistency heap for Java without tackling the addressability problem studied in this paper.
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Current Java support for NVM from Intel (PCJ [6]) is incomplete. It manages persistent objects as off-heap data that

are not garbage collected, and provides persistency and addressability through C library PMDK. Other projects either

have similar constraints [5] or are research projects providing no runnable framework to public [48, 64].

Combining DRAM with NVM[20, 21, 38] to form a flat main memory is a state-of-the-art architecture that combines

persistence and performance. DRAM is used to cache durable data before eventually updating the NVM. In terms

of updating durable data in NVM, the hybrid DRAM/NVM architecture faces the same addressability issues as the

NVM-only memory. As long as the programmers adopt the access model introduced in Section 2, the solutions proposed

in this work is also effective for the hybrid architecture.

Pointer analysis [29, 30, 54, 60] infers from the source code which variable a pointer refers to. They may potentially

augment the proposed techniques by offloading some pointer detection work to static code analysis. However, pointer

analysis is hard perform precisely for general programs due to memory ambiguity, aliases, and other code complexities.

The analysis is also challenging when the runtime system can move objects.

Indirection tables are used in other work [17, 37] for other purposes, such as crash consistency guarantee and fast

data persistence. For example, HOOP [17] employs an out-of-place(OOP) update method, which puts the updates to

a durable object on another NVM location, namely the OOP region. When the program accesses the addresses of the

original object, HOOP redirects the accesses to the OOP region through a redirection table. The use of redirection table in

OTB is different. First, HOOP employs physical-to-physical address mapping while OTB employs OID pointer-to-virtual

address mapping—which is necessary in the context of GC-caused movements. As a result, HOOP places the redirection

table subsequent to TLB, but OTB must put it before TLB in the CPU pipeline. Second, HOOP can transparently remove

entries from the redirection table by applying the out-of-place updates from OOP region to the original data. It therefore

can keep the redirection table small in size. Other out-of-place update work [37] adopts similar optimizations. OTB, on

the other hand, does not allow such a user program-transparent operation as it can remove the OTB entry of an OID

pointer only when the pointed-to durable object is deconstructed or the GC guarantees to swizzle all the OID pointers into

virtual addresses, which is difficult to realize as illustrated by Figure 1. Hence, OTB is much larger than the redirection

table in HOOP, facing the unique challenges in efficient address translation.

Some of the ideas in the proposed designs drew inspirations from translation look-aside buffer (TLB) [50, 67]. It

however solves a new problem, GC on NVM. The proposed designs differ fundamentally from a TLB: they translate

the address in the granularity of objects of various sizes rather than memory pages of a fixed size. The difference causes

special complications on efficiency and correctness. For example, an object may span across the group boundary as shown

in Figure 7. We therefore propose a set of optimizations to handle the complexities, including directly indexed table for

OPointer, grouping and splitting mechanisms for LGPointer, and other considerations as described in Section 3.6.

6 DISCUSSION

Moving and non-moving GC. Whereas non-moving GCs are efficient and simpler to implement, they do not alleviate

memory fragmentation. Memory fragmentation becomes more common and severe on NVM as the lifetime of durable

objects are expected to be long. Any destruction, changing in sizes, and creation of durable data may increase memory

fragmentation which gets worse over time. Past experience [4] on disk-based file systems, such as the study on a realistic

workload [25], has shown that file systems can easily become severely fragmented over time. The durable objects on

NVM have a similar lifetime as files, yet are subject to much more frequent updates than files, hence the importance of

moving GCs for NVM.
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Cost of GC over plain programs. Prior studies [16, 33, 48, 63] showed that GC incurs from 1.01% to 34.8% runtime

overheads for an NVM program. In general, hardware accelerated GCs, such as P-Inspect [33], incur marginal overheads.

The techniques proposed in this work incur 0.4% (the hardware solutions) or 21% (the software solution) performance

overheads, as shown in Section 4.

Write endurance. The proposed techniques introduce negligible extra write traffic to NVM. They update the data

structures listed by Table 1 only on durable object creation, movement, and destruction, which are much less frequent and

much cheaper than object updates. On SPECjvm 2008 [35], for instance, those operations incur 24 bytes in write traffic

per object, much smaller than the mean object size of 303.2 bytes. There are orders of magnitude more object updates

than that.

7 CONCLUSION

The paper points out a data addressability problem for NVM in the presence of GC-triggered data movements. It

proposes the concept of MOA, and develops solutions to localize the needed updates inside an NVRegion to keep the

full addressability of an NVM object, even if the object is moved by the GC to a different locations in the NVRegion.

Both pure software and hardware-based solutions are proposed. Experiments show that MOA can be realized efficiently

through Multi-Sized GPointer and Multi-Level GPointer.
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